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Abstract
Rats are widely used in experimental neurobiological research, and rat brain atlases are important
resources for identifying brain regions in context of experimental microsurgery, tissue sampling,
and neuroimaging, as well as comparison of findings across experiments. Currently, most
available rat brain atlases are constructed from histological material derived from single
specimens, and provide two-dimensional or three-dimensional (3-D) outlines of diverse brain
regions and fiber tracts. Important limitations of such atlases are that they represent individual
specimens, and that finer details of tissue architecture are lacking. Access to more detailed 3-D
brain atlases representative for a population of animals is needed. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
is a unique neuroimaging modality that provides sensitive information about orientation structure
in tissues, and is widely applied in basic and clinical neuroscience investigations. To facilitate
analysis and assignment of location in rat brain neuroimaging investigations, we have developed a
population-averaged three-dimensional DTI atlas of the normal adult Sprague Dawley rat brain.
The atlas is constructed from high resolution ex vivo DTI images, which were nonlinearly warped
into a population-averaged in vivo brain template. The atlas currently comprises a selection of
manually delineated brain regions, the caudate putamen complex, globus pallidus, entopeduncular
nucleus, substantia nigra, external capsule, corpus callosum, internal capsule, cerebral peduncle,
fimbria of the hippocampus, fornix, anterior commisure, optic tract, and stria terminalis. The atlas
is freely distributed and potentially useful for several purposes, including automated and manual
delineation of rat brain structural and functional imaging data.
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1. Introduction
Because of the rat’s ability to accurately predict the human response, the rat has become the
most widely studied experimental animal model for biomedical research, which might
involve microsurgical techniques, serial sampling of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and
repetitive in vivo neuroimaging (Cenci et al., 2002; Cozzi et al., 2008). The rat exhibits
physiological characteristics similar to those of humans and therefore, several strains,
substrains, and genetically modified rats are employed to mimic various neurological
disorders such as Huntington Disease (von Hörsten et al., 2003), Amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (Vermeiren et al., 2006), and Alzheimer disease (Liu et al., 2008).

Several atlases of the rat brain have been developed and provide invaluable resources for a
wide range of applications in various types of neuroscience studies, including visualization,
identification, and precise localization of specific brain areas, stereotaxic surgery,
delineation of brain regions of interest (ROI), and registration of information such as gene
expression locations. To date, the most widely used rat brain atlases are the stereological,
histology-derived atlases of the Wistar and Sprague Dawley (SD) rat brain by Paxinos and
Watson (1986, 2007) and Swanson (1992, 1998, 2004), respectively. These atlases describe
the brain in a series of two-dimensional diagrams, indicating the names and boundaries of
areas and nuclei. Despite their widely use, the histology-based atlases have several
limitations. First, histology-based atlases are inherently two-dimensional and restricted to
standard section planes. Second, the procedures of specimen fixation, sectioning, and
staining involved in histological processing can deform the brain shape, which might be a
source of significant inaccurate localization of brain areas. During the last decade, several
average in vivo templates of the rat brain and atlases of its major structures have been
developed with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a non-invasive, three-dimensional, and
in vivo imaging technique, which enables accurate identification of a large number of
anatomical structures (Schweinhardt et al., 2003; Schwarz et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2005).
However, all proposed atlases lack orientational information about the white matter
anatomy, which constitutes a complex network of axons connecting different brain regions.
This is conclusively due to the homogeneous appearance of the white matter structures in
conventional MRI and in histology preparations. The lack of clear anatomical boundaries
hampers identification and delineation of specific white matter fiber bundles.

Magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a widely explored, and exceptional
modality for quantifying the random walks of water molecules in biological tissue (Basser et
al., 1994). Unlike other MR techniques, it offers the possibility of characterizing and
visualizing the structural connectivity of distinct anatomical networks within the brain in
vivo and non-invasively (Jones, 2008). With DTI, the estimated displacement profile of the
diffusingmolecules can be interpreted as an ellipsoidal iso-probability surface - described by
a diffusion tensor (DT). In the white matter, the first eigenvector of the DT, thus the
preferred local displacement direction of the water molecules, coincides with the orientation
of major fiber tracts, as a result of which DTI provides rich anatomical contrast highly
suitable for accurate delineation of white matter regions and subregions (Lin et al., 2001;
Kaufman et al., 2005; Dauguet et al., 2007).

To provide a resource for efficient three-dimensional parcellation and analysis of rat brain
neuroimaging data, we here present an accurate three-dimensional atlas of the normal adult
SD rat brain constructed from precise, manually delineated anatomical labels. Selected grey
and white matter structures were manually delineated in a high-resolution, diffusion
weighted and anatomical MRI scan obtained ex vivo with the brain in situ within the skull.
To minimize bias due to sample-specific features in the ex vivo sample, we nonlinearly
mapped the ex vivo atlas onto a population-averaged in vivo rat brain template. The
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construction of that population-averaged template allowed studying the anatomical variation
within the sample population (Aggarwal et al., 2009). The proposed atlas offers an average
anatomical template for accurate identification of the white and grey matter structures which
could, for example, be used for ROI delineation of the rat brain imaging data.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Animal samples and preparation

Animal procedures were approved by the local institutional animal welfare committee at the
Universities of Oslo and Antwerp, and were in compliance with National Institutes of Health
and European Community guidelines for the use and care of laboratory animals. For the
construction of the in vivo population-averaged template, nine inbred male SD aged ~12
months were used, while for the ex vivo atlas, one inbred male SD rat aged ~18 months was
used. The animals were bred at the Franz-Penzoldt-Center, Experimental Therapy,
Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany.

Before ex vivo MR imaging, the specimen was prepared for active staining according
toJohnson et al. (2002), with a contrast agent mixed with a fixative to enhance the MRI
signal. Following a brief inhalation induction with 4% isoflurane (Abbott Laboratories,
Illinois, USA), the animal was deeply anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of sodium
pentobarbital (50 mg/kg) and transcardially perfused with 120 ml of a mixture of 0.9%
saline, ProHance® (10:1 v:v; gadoteridol, Bracco Diagnostics, Inc, Princeton, NJ), and
Heparin (5000 IE units / ml; Leo Pharma A/S, Ballerup, Denmark), followed by 120 ml of
freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde with ProHance (10:1, v:v). The animal head was
isolated and stored in 0.9% saline with ProHance (10:1 v:v). During all procedures the brain
was left in situ within the cranium to limit physical distortions.

2.2. In vivo MR imaging
Diffusion weighted images (DWIs) were acquired at the Bio-Imaging Lab on a 9.4T Bruker
Biospec scanner (Ettlingen, Germany) using a fast spin echo sequence with an encoding
scheme of 6 diffusion weighting gradient directions using b = 800 s/mm2, TR/TE= 2200/34
ms, δ = 5ms/Δ = 18ms, acquisition matrix = 256×128 (zerofilled to 256 × 256), FOV= 35 ×
35mm2, slice thickness= 0.43mm. Additionally, one image without diffusion weighting (b0)
was acquired. For each animal, diffusion weighted datasets were acquired for 7 repetitions
(two averages each), which resulted in a total scan time of ~ 4h.

2.3. Ex vivo imaging
DWIs were acquired at the Duke Center for In Vivo Microscopy using a 7T Magnex 7.0 T/
210 mm bore magnet controlled by GE EXCITE consoles. Specimens were imaged in a
solenoid rf coil fabricated from a continuous sheet of high frequency microwave substrate
(Roger Corp, Rogers, Ct). A diffusion-weighted spin-echo pulse sequence with extended
dynamic range (Johnson et al., 2007) was used to acquire 3D volume images (FOV =
45×22.5×22.5mm3, TR/TE= 100/15.6ms, NEX=2). Diffusion encoding was performed
using a pair of half-sine gradient pulses (δ = 3.2ms/Δ = 8.3ms), using b = 800 s/mm2. A
reduced encoding DTI methodology (Jiang et al., 2004) was employed, such that each
dataset consisted of a fully encoded 512 × 256 × 256 (readout × phase × slice) matrix-size b0
(i.e., b ≈ 0) and 12 reduced encoded (512 × 128 × 128) diffusion-weighted images sensitized
in each of an optimized set of 12 directions (Papadakis et al., 1999). Each reduced encoded
diffusion-weighted image was reconstructed to 512 × 256 × 256 matrix size by a corrected
keyhole algorithm (Jiang and Hsu, 2005) with the b0 image as the constraining reference,
resulting in 88 µm isotropic resolution. The acquisition time for the complete DTI dataset
was approximately 18h. An rf refocused spin echo image with the same FOV and resolution
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was acquired with TR = 50ms, TE = 5ms, and NEX=1. Active staining with Prohance
reduces the T1 of all the tissues to < 100ms so this sequence produces anatomical images
similar to those one would obtain with proton density weighting in unstained tissues.

2.4. DTI data analysis
The DTI model is given by:

(1)

In Eq. (1), gi is the ith component of diffusion weighted gradient direction g and b probes the
diffusion weighting strength. S (b) and S0 are the diffusion weighted and non diffusion
weighted signal intensities, respectively. Dij is the ijth element of the fully symmetric
apparent diffusion tensor D. The DTI model is parameterized by θ, which includes 7
parameters: S0 and 6 independent elements of D, [Dxx, Dyy, Dzz, Dxy, Dxz, Dyz].

The parameter vector θ was estimated voxelwise by fitting Eq. (1) to the natural logarithmof
the diffusion weighted data - corrected for motion and eddy currents using the FSL toolbox
(Jenkinson et al., 2002)- such that the sum of the weighted squared differences was
minimized (Koay et al., 2006; Chung et al., 2006). Several diffusion parameters, such as the
fractional anisotropy (FA), mean (MD), radial (D⊥) and axial (D‖) diffusivity, were
calculated voxelwise by means of the eigenvalue decomposition of the related diffusion
tensors (Le Bihan et al., 2001).

2.5. Population-averaged brain template
All nine in vivo diffusion weighted datasets were used to create a population-averaged DTI
template that robustly preserves the orientational DT information and contains a minimal
bias towards any specific individual dataset. First, all images were affinely aligned to a
randomly chosen subject in order to correct for global misalignments. The affine registration
was performed with in-house ITK software based on maximizing the mutual information
between FA maps as they provide high white/grey matter contrast (Maes et al., 1997). Next,
for each dataset, a mean shape template, defined as a minimal deformation target (MDT)
byKochunov et al. (2001), was constructed by nonrigidly transforming a single image in a
way that the deformed image requires the least amount of deformation to all other images in
the group. An identical MDT brain should be obtained regardless of the image from which it
was constructed. Although, in practice, all MDTs were very similar, some unresolved
residual variations, explained by the topology preserving property of the coregistration
algorithm, were noticeable. Those variations were reduced by a voxel-wise averaging over
all MDTs, resulting in a template that is called the population-averaged DTI template (see
Fig. 1; Wang et al., 2005; Van Hecke et al., 2008).

This used nonrigid coregistration algorithm computes a fluid-model based deformation field
via voxel-by-voxel diffeomorphic mapping from a multichannel floating image to a
multichannel reference image (D’Agostino et al., 2003). Mutual information was used as a
cost function. The calculation of the deformation field was steered by all unique diffusion
tensor elements in order to take full advantage of the relevant information that was encoded
5 in DTI data, particularly the tensor orientation, and thus to reduce local misalignments in
the white matter tracts (Van Hecke et al., 2007). Since all images acquired in this study
included orientational information, tensor reorientation (PPD) and recalculation of the DWIs
was performed after the deformation in order the preserve the alignment of the diffusion
tensors and the underlying structures (Alexander et al., 2001).
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2.6. Manual delineation of brain structures on ex vivo MR data
In the ex vivo DTI volume, a selection of white matter and grey matter regions were
manually segmented on basis of T1-weighted (Fig. 2(a)) and DTI contrast (FA and principal
eigenvector orientation; Fig. 2(b)), following a stepwise procedure to utilize complementary
information in the structural and diffusion data. Image processing and anatomical
delineations were performed using the ITK-SNAP (version 1.6;Yushkevich et al. (2006);
www.itksnap.org) and Amira® (Visage imaging, Inc., San Diego, CA) software packages.
First, structures were delineated on basis of T1 white/grey matter contrast observed in
coronal, sagittal, and horizontal image slices (Fig. 3(a,d)). Secondly, in regions where
anatomical boundaries were ambiguous or invisible in T1-weighted images, DTI maps were
used to adjust boundaries (Fig. 3(b,e)). To this end, the orientation of the principal
eigenvector was co-displayed with the T1-images, in separate channels for anterioposterior
(blue), mediolateral (red), and dorsoventral (green) orientations. The observed diffusion
orientations were evaluated against anatomical landmarks visible in series of coronally and
sagittally oriented histological sections (Fig. 3(c,f); T.B. Leergaard, A.M. Dale, and J.G.
Bjaalie, unpublished work, see alsoLeergaard et al. (2010)) stained for myelin following a
standard procedure modified from Woelche (1942). Two standard rat brain atlases were used
as reference (Swanson, 2004; Paxinos and Watson, 2007), and additional predefined
anatomical criteria (see below) were employed to close anatomical boundaries when these
were not unequivocally visible in T1 or DTI images. This particularly concerned locations
where myelinated fibers pass between white matter fiber bundles and GM, the transition
from hyperintensive to hypointensive T1 contrast is gradual and boundaries ambiguous. The
lateral ventricles and the associated ependymal layer were segmented from T1 images
(Swanson, 2004).

2.6.1. White matter—The corpus callosum (cc) consists of mediolaterally oriented
commisural fibers that continue in the external capsule (ec) underlying the cerebral cortex
(Cx) (e.g. Heimer et al., 1967; Sargon et al., 2003). The cc and ec were here segmented as
one structure. The boundary of the ec and the overlying Cx is ambiguous due to the high
number of myelinated fibers passing between both structures (Fig. 3(a,d)). Here, DTI maps
provided excellent contrast between coherent fibers oriented along the ec, and radial fiber
orientations in the Cx (Fig. 3(b,e)). The cingulum (cg) bundle lies dorsomedial to the ec, and
contains anterioposteriorly oriented limbic fibers (e.g. White, 1959; Swanson and Cowan,
1979). The boundary between the cg and ec is indistinguishabl in T1 contrast (Fig. 3(a)), but
readily segmented in DTI images showing anterioposterior and mediolateral orientations
associated to the cg and cc/ec, respectively (Fig. 3(b,e)). Subcortically projecting
corticofugal axons pass through the striatum (giving rise to its characteristic striated texture)
and converge into the internal capsule (ic), which is continuous with the cerebral peduncle
(cp) and pyramidal tract (py) (e.g. Coleman et al., 1997). We here delineated the ic and cp as
one structure. The ic was defined as a coherent region of white matter (i.e. a continuous
cluster of voxels with hyperintensive T1 contrast) located in between the globus pallidus
(GP) and the thalamus, thus excluding the dispersed and apparently solitary fiber bundles
within the striatum. Obviously, these discontinuities relate to the thickness of fiber bundles
relative to the employed voxel size. The further trajectory of the ic/cp was readily delineated
in T1-weighted images to the level of the pons, where DTI images were used to differentiate
the cp from the ascending medial lemniscus (ml). The anterior commissure (ac), which
decussates anterior of the fornix (f) columns, has an anterior part (aca) extending anteriorly
into the olfactory bulb (OB), and a posterior part (acp) extending laterally into the striatum.
Both the aca and acp were readily identified in both T1 and DTI images. The optic tract (opt)
contains fibers from the optic nerves and runs along the ventrolateral surface of the
diencephalon from the optic chiasm (och) to the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. It
is difficult to distinguish from neighboring fiber tracts in T1 images, but detectable in DTI
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maps showing mediolateral and dorsoventrally oriented diffusion. The fimbria (fi) and
fornix (f) of the hippocampus contain the main output fiber bundles of the hippocampus, and
were mainly delineated from DTI images, aided by histological material showing the
corresponding orientations of myelinated fibers. The fi forms a band of white matter along
the lateral and rostral aspects of the hippocampus, and the f a distinct flat bundle close to the
midline below the cc (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). The boundary of the fi towards the
lateral ventricle (LV) and its ependymal lining was delineated in T1 images.

2.6.2. Subcortical grey matter—Most parts of the basal ganglia (the striatum, the
globus pallidus (GP), entopeduncular nucleus (EP), and the substantia nigra (SN)) were
segmented on basis of the T1-weighted images. The striatum includes the caudate-putamen
(CPu) complex and the core of the nucleus accumbens (Acb) (Gerfen, 2004), and was
dorsally delinated along the ec, and ventrally along the relatively hyperintensive contrast of
the olfactory tubercle. Since the posterior limit of the striatum is ambiguous, it was
arbitrarily set at the most anterior level where the distinct CA3 field of the hippocampus is
visible in coronal slices. The striatum is usually divided into a dorsal (CPu) and ventral
(Acb) region on basis of hodology and neurochemistry (Voorn et al., 2004). As the boundary
between the CPu and Acb is unclear in histological and tomographical material, it is usually
defined by an imaginary line between the inferior tip of the LV and the rhinal fissure (rf)
(Ingham et al., 1998; Van de Berg et al., 2000; Voorn et al., 2004). In our material, the
following subdivisions of the dorsal and ventral striatum were employed: Anterior of the
decussation of the ac, a line was drawn between the rf to the inferior tip of the LV. In further
anterior regions where the LV could not be distinguished in T1 images, the ventromedial tip
of the cc was used as a substitute landmark. Posterior of the decussation of the ac a line was
drawn between the left and right rf.

2.7. Correction of ex vivo atlas
Because the ex vivo atlas is based on a single rat brain, it might be biased towards subject-
specific anatomical features. To minimize these effects, we mapped the high-resolution, ex
vivo images and parcellation map nonrigidly, i.e. using the viscous fluid model, into the in
vivo population-averaged space.

3. Results
3.1. Population-averaged DTI template

3.1.1. Registration quality—The construction of the population-averaged was initialized
by the affine alignment of each in vivo dataset to a single, arbitrarily chosen, reference in
vivo dataset. After affine registration, however, there was still a considerable amount of
misregistration noticeable as shown in Fig. 4(a). In the figure, the intersubject FA variance,
voxelwise calculated across all affinely aligned subjects, is visualized on top of the
corresponding average FA map. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the amount of misregistration has
been significantly reduced by applying the second step of the construction of the population-
averaged DTI brain template, which involved nonrigid deformation of the datasets. Fig. 4(b)
shows the FA variance, calculated after warping each subject onto the population-averaged
DTI template, on top of the population-averaged FA map. One may in particular appreciate
the clearly decreased FA variance in all boundaries of the white matter structure,
corresponding to a sharper white/grey matter contrast.

To further quantify and compare the quality of the different registration steps, we evaluated
similarity between aligned DTI datasets - represented by their FA maps - using the
normalized correlation coefficient. We calculated the similarity between pairs of DTI
datasets, which were (I) not aligned (original data), (II) affinely aligned, (III) nonrigidly
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aligned to a single subject, and (IV) nonrigidly aligned to the population-averaged DTI brain
template. Note that (I), (II), and (IV) were steps included in the construction of the
population-averaged DTI brain template, while (III) was only evaluated for comparison
purposes. For each registration step, an FA map was generated for all nine individual
subjects. Each set of FA maps resulted in 36 pairwise calculated normalized correlation
coefficients, which could be used to compare the image alignment across the different
registration steps (see Fig. 5). Adding a nonrigid coregistration step during atlas construction
resulted in a significantly increase of pairwise normalized correlation coefficients.
Furthermore, the construction of a population-averaged template (IV) yielded significantly
higher correlation coefficients compared to the subject-based atlas construction approach
(III). Statistical difference between the consecutive steps was demonstrated with a paired
student t-test, with significance level set to 0.05.

3.1.2. Anatomical variability—To evaluate the degree of anatomical variability within
the sample population, a deformation field was computed for each single subject by warping
the population-averaged brain template to each subject using the nonrigid coregistration
algorithm. The deformation fields, i.e. the length of the deformation vectors, quantify the
anatomical differences among the individual brains and the average anatomy, represented by
the population-averaged template in each voxel. By voxelwise averaging the length of the
deformation vectors over all studied rats, an anatomical variability magnitude (AVM) map is
obtained (Aggarwal et al., 2009). The intensity levels in the map denote distances in
millimeters, and represent the average anatomical variability in the adult rat brain across the
sample population (see Fig. 6). The average spatial variability in the whole brain was
calculated to be 0.075 ± 0.050mm. The highest degree of variability across subjects, up to as
0.3mm, was seen in the olfactory bulb. Tissues around the LV and central part of the cc also
tended to have large variability (up to 0.2mm).

3.2. Manual delineation of ex vivo data
A selection of white matter and grey matter regions were manually segmented on basis of
T1-weighted (Fig. 2(a)) and a direction encoded (DEC) FA map that more effectively
visualizes the directional information embedded in the primary eigenvector, i.e., the local
fiber orientation (Fig. 2(b)). The boundaries of several structures that are difficult to
distinguish in anatomical images are well differentiated in the colored DEC map. Two
examples are visualized in Fig. 3. First, it is not possible to distinguish the cg and cc in the
T1 images, the DEC map however reveals that the fiber orientation of the cg, as running
anterioposteriorly (blue), is almost perpendicular to the main direction of corpus callosum,
which runs mediolateral (red). Second, the dorsal boundary of the ec is ambiguous in T1-
weighted images (arrowheads in (3(d)), but readily identified mediolaterally oriented
diffusion orientations in DTI.

In Fig. 7, 3D rendering images of the delineated brain structures - Acb, CPu, GP, EP, S N,
cc/ec, ic, fi, f, acp, aca, opt, cg, and LV - were visualized using AMIRA software®.

3.3. Correction of ex vivo data
A nonrigid coregistration algorithm was used to minimize the morphological differences
between in vivo and ex vivo samples. In Fig. 8(a), a horizontal and coronal section of the FA
maps of the in vivo population based atlas and the ex vivo subject, respectively, are shown
to indicate the accurate alignment of both datasets. In Fig. 8(b), a 3D rendering of cc/ec, cg,
and LV are superimposed onto Fig. 8(a). The proper alignment of the anatomical labels, the
in vivo, and ex vivo data is evident from Fig. 8. The corrected ex vivo atlas, i.e. the
deformed ex vivo DTI and T1 data and the corresponding parcellation map, can be obtained
by contacting the corresponding author. Data are provided in Amira® and NifTi format.
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4. Discussion
In this study, we have proposed an anatomically labeled DTI atlas of the average brain of the
adult SD rat, the most widely used rat strain in laboratory animal research. Furthermore, the
SD rat is so far the preferred strain to produce transgenic rat models of human
neurodegenerative pathologies (e.g. Bugos et al., 2009; von Hörsten et al., 2003; Vermeiren
et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2008).

The construction of brain atlases has been a topic of intense research for the last decades.
Standard rat brain atlases consist of drawings based on histological studies of a Wistar and
SD rat brain by Paxinos and Watson (1986, 2007) and Swanson (1992, 1998, 2004),
respectively. The atlases describe the brain as a series of 2D sections with boundaries of
areas and nuclei indicated, and names assigned to the delineated structures. Nevertheless, the
use of such atlases for neuroimaging studies are hampered by the 2D format, resulting in
discontinuous 3D structures after coarse alignment of the individual slices, as well as a lack
of an analytical power for comparison of atlas and image data. While the diagrams presented
in the atlases of Paxinos and Watson (1986, 2007) and Swanson (1992, 2004) are developed
from study of several animals, they do not systematically incorporate anatomical variation
across subjects within the given strain. Next, the lack of CSF pressure, and skull encasement
constraints inherent to histological processing affect the brain, as a result of which
morphological differences occur between the histology-derived atlases and in vivo data
acquired with, e.g., MRI (Schwarz et al., 2006).

It has long been appreciated that MRI can advance the construction of brain atlases since it
is a non-invasive, 3D and in vivo imaging technique, which enables accurate identification
of a large number of anatomical structures. Therefore, recently, some MRI templates of the
rat brain and digital atlases of its major brain structures have been developed.
Firstly,Schweinhardt et al. (2003) constructed an MRI template that could be used to
normalize subjects to the stereotaxic space defined by Paxinos and Watson (2007). They
created an MRI template based on high resolution T2-weighted images of five female SD
rats. A large set of anatomical landmarks were manually identified in each set of images and
in the atlas. For each animal, an affine transformation that maps the set of landmarks of the
corresponding image volume onto the atlas landmarks was estimated. These transformation
matrices were used to resample the individual volumes into the stereotaxic space.Schwarz et
al. (2006) constructed a stereotaxic T2 template using 97 adult male SD rats. In addition,
tissue classes were developed to guide delineation of the brain parenchyma from CSF. The
MRI template was spatially normalized to the stereotaxic space of the Paxinos atlas by
affine registration of the MRI brain tissue class map to the outline contour atlas images,
corresponding to Paxinos’ figures 4 – 78 (Paxinos and Watson, 2007). Furthermore,Hess et
al. (2005) aimed an automatic identification and structure assignment of activated voxel
groups from functional MRI by using a labeled standard atlas. Therefore, they constructed a
T2 atlas from 54 SD rats using an affine coregistration technique to transform the individual
subjects to the common reference template.

Our work distinguishes fromthe preceding studies concerning rat atlas construction since (I)
a population-averaged brain atlas was constructed to obtain a template that represents the
unbiased average anatomy. (II) During the construction, a nonrigid coregistration technique
was used to avoid local misalignment inaccuracies, and partial volume averaging of
anatomically distinct structures, due to intersubject morphological differences as shown in
Fig. 4. (III) Accurate manual delineation of brain white matter structures was conducted on
high resolution ex vivo diffusion weighted scans.
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A high-resolution population-averaged MRI based atlas has a wide range of potential use,
for example, as a reference space for coregistration of brain image data and for assigning
anatomical labels to such data (Hjornevik et al., 2007). Our DTI atlas is particularly useful
tool for quantitative DTI group analyses, often based on a exploratory approach with voxel
based statistical comparison or a hypothesis-driven manual ROI analysis. For voxels based
comparisons our atlas provides an excellent spatial reference template for coregistration,
while during ROI analyses, our atlas can be used to guide the manual delineation of
anatomical structures. We have successfully conducted such analyses in studies on diffusion
MRI changes in rats transgenic for Huntington disease (Antonsen et al., 2010).

To allow even more consistent and reproducible ROI delineations, one could use the DTI
atlas to enable automated atlas-based delineation. For such purposes, the atlas is warped to
the studied images by a spatial transformation, such that labels defined in the atlas are
accurately projected onto the anatomically corresponding structures in the images under
study. For ROI based comparisons of disease models, it is of importance that disease related
changes are not averaged out by warping the data to an atlas. Therefore, we advise to apply
the DTI atlas for standardized and automated ROI delineation by first warping brain
volumes to the atlas, and subsequently use the inverse deformation field to map the atlas
labels to the original data volume. An important source of inaccurate atlas-based delineation
of ROIs includes registration errors. Therefore, it is important to note that affine
registrations often lead to insufficient correlation between manual and automated ROI
approaches due to nonlinear intersubject anatomical or age dependent differences.
Therefore, we advise to use the atlas in combination with a nonlinear coregistration
algorithm. Although in-house coregistration software based on the viscous fluid model was
used in the study, many other algorithm - often freely distributed - might be useful.
Commonly used software packages are SPM and FSL in which the nonrigid deformations
are defined by a linear combination of three dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT),
respectively, cubic B-spline basis functions (Ashburner and Friston, 1999; Smith et al.,
2004). A more thorough overview and evaluation of the broad range of nonrigid
coregistration algorithms was given byKlein et al. (2009).

We would like to emphasize that the diffusion parameters that can be derived from the atlas
are not ground truth values that can be used as a reference in future DTI studies. Although
the diffusion of water molecules is a physical property of the tissue being measured, the
estimated diffusion coefficients depend on scanner settings such as the b-value and, thus, the
comparison between various DTI studies get hampered (e.g. Horsfield, 2001).Veraart et al.
(2011) demonstrated that amore accurate and b-value independent estimation of the
diffusion parameters can be obtained with diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI), a recently
proposed higher order diffusion model (Jensen et al., 2005). However, given a fixed
acquisition time, an equally precise parameter estimation with DKI requires a decreased
resolution, which might cause a lack of anatomical detail. Note that we preferred to put
emphasis on the anatomical detail instead of the quantification accuracy in this study.

Future developments might include delineations of more anatomical structures and
establishment of a spatial reference coordinate system based on internal anatomical
landmarks, in line with the criteria used for defining the Waxholm space in the adult, male
C57BL/6 mouse brain (Hawrylycz et al., 2009, 2011; Johnson et al., 2010). This will further
increase the application value of the atlas for integration and comparison of different data
modalities.
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Figure 1.
An overview of the in vivo population-averaged template construction. In (A), the FA maps
of the subjects, affinely aligned to an arbitrarily chosen subject, are shown. The deformation
field which maps subject j onto subject i is calculated and denoted as Tij, with i < j, and j = 1
⋯ 9. The calculation of the deformation fields was done with a nonrigid registration
algorithm based on a viscous fluid model. Next, for subject i, an average mean deformation

field is computed as the average deformation to all other subjects: , with Tji the
inverse of Tij. The average deformation fields, Ti, are applied to the corresponding DTI
datasets (B). The average of the deformed DTI datasets resulted in the population based atlas
(C). In (B) and (C), the DTI datasets are represented by the FA maps.
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Figure 2.
(a) A single horizontal slice of the ex vivo T1 image, and (b) the direction encoded (DEC)
FA map, with RGB-colors representing the orientation of the first eigenvector of the DTs
and intensity values in proportion to the FA value, of a single ex vivo sample are shown.
The red, green and blue color correspond to the mediolateral, dorsoventral, and
anterioposterior orientations, respectively. These maps were used for the manual delineation
of the anatomical structures.
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Figure 3.
Coronal ex vivo T1-weighted (a,d) and DTI (b,e) slices, shown together with corresponding
images (c,f) of a coronal, myelin stained section from a different animal. White frames in
(a–c) indicate the position of the enlarged images in (d–f). Images were manually segmented
on basis of T1, supplemented by DTI contrast in regions where T1 contrast was insufficient.
The detailed interpretation of DTI images was aided by inspection of myelin fiber
orientations in corresponding histological section images. It not possible to distinguish the
cingulum (cg) and corpus callosum (cc) in the T1 images, but the anterioposteriorly oriented
fibers of the cg (e, f) are stand out in DT images (blue color in (b,e)). The dorsal boundary
of the external capsule (ec) is ambiguous in T1-weighted images (arrowheads in (d)), but
readily identified mediolaterally oriented diffusion orientations in DTI (red color in (b,e)).
The dotted line in (a) indicates the imaginary boundary between the dorsal caudate putamen
(CPu) and the nucleus accumbens, drawn as a line between the rhinal fissure and ventral tip
of the lateral ventricle. Scalebars, 1mm and 250 µm.
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Figure 4.
(a) The average in vivo FA template (in grey colour scale) of a single horizontal slice after
affine alignment of all subjects to a single, arbitrarily chosen, subject, overlaid with the
intersubject FA variance map (shown in spectral colour scale). Blue regions indicate low
variability, while red indicate high variability. (b) Compared to (a), the FA variance and
average was calculated after warping each subject onto the population-averaged DTI
template.
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Figure 5.
Similarity between pairs of DTI datasets (represented by the FA map), which were (I) not
aligned (original data), (II) affinely aligned, (III) nonrigidly aligned to a single subject, and
(IV) nonrigidly aligned to the population-averaged DTI brain template, was evaluated with
the normalized correlation coefficient. Each set of FA maps resulted in 36 pairwise
calculated normalized correlation coefficients, of which the median value is indicated by the
red lines. The lower and upper edges of the boxes correspond to the 25th and 75th

percentiles, respectively.
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Figure 6.
A single horizontal slice of the in vivo population-averaged FA template (in grey colour
scale) overlaid with the anatomical variability magnitude (AVM) map (shown in spectral
colour scale). The intensity levels in the AVM map denote distances in millimeters, and
represent the average anatomical variability in the adult rat brain across the sample
population. Blue regions indicate low anatomical variability, while red indicate high
anatomical variability.
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Figure 7.
3D rendering images of the delineated brain structures: the nucleus accumbus (Acb), caudate
putamen complex (CPu), globus pallidus (GP), entopeduncular nucleus (EP), substantia
nigra (SN), external capsule (ec), corpus callosum (cc), internal capsule (ic), fimbria of the
hippocampus (fi), fornix (f), posterior (acp) and anterior part (aca) of anterior commisure,
optic tract (opt), cingulum (cg), and lateral ventricle (LV) were manually segmented with
ITK-SNAP and visualized using AMIRA software®.
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Figure 8.
A horizontal and coronal section of the FA maps of the in vivo population based atlas and
the ex vivo subject, respectively, are shown (a) to indicate the accurate alignment of both
datasets after applying a nonrigid coregistration algorithm to minimize morphological
differences between both samples. In (b), a 3D rendering of cc/ec, cg, and LV are
superimposed onto (a); Coloring in accordance to Fig. 7.
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